Despite recent rapid progress in gene knockdown technologies, gene knockout studies using human somatic cells will be important for analyzing the functions of human genes in greater detail. Although the frequency of gene targeting is low in human cultured cells, we have recently shown that a human precursor B-cell line, Nalm-6, allows for high-efficiency gene targeting by homologous recombination. The Nalm-6 cell line was established from the peripheral blood of a 19-year-old man with acute lymphoblastic leukemia, displays a stable diploid karyotype with a single reciprocal translocation, has a doubling-time of 20 hr and a high plating efficiency of~80%, and expresses normal p53 with wildtype functions. These properties underscore the usefulness of Nalm-6 in gene-knockout studies of human genes.
The gene-targeting efficiency in Nalm-6 cells is typi-cally~1-5% when conventional (non-viral) replacementtype vectors are used, and the efficiency can be increased 2-3-fold simply by maximizing the electroporation condition for gene transfer. Similar enhancement could be obtained by inactivating DNA repair proteins, such as BLM or DNA ligase IV; however, perturbing the cellular DNA repair system might cause unexpected genomic instability involving off-target effects, this might also be the case for nuclease-boosted gene targeting. It is important to note that, when using exon-trapping-type vectors, the targeting efficiency can be elevated to more than 50% in the Nalm-6 cell line, meaning that screening of several drug-resistant clones is sufficient to obtain the mutant of interest.
We also developed a simple and rapid system to construct any exon-trapping-type vectors within one week, without the need for ligation reactions or restriction mapping. Although such vectors might only be applicable to human genes with relatively high levels of expression in the cell, overall our technology will help accelerate the human gene-knockout project.
